EXHIBIT C

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
PERMIT REPLACEMENT FORM

NAME
LAST FIRST MIDDLE

ADDRESS:

REPLACEMENT TYPE: UPGRADE ______ TO ______ SC TO SR SR TO SC B TO D D TO B

LOST/STolen PC NO.

PERMIT NUMBER ______ REASON FOR REQUEST:

YEAR:

NEW VEHICLE INFORMATION:

MAKE MODEL YEAR COLOR LICENSE/VIN NUMBER STATE

SIGNATURE: ____________________________ EMPLOYEE/STUDENT NO.: ____________________________ DATE:

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

AUTHORIZED BY: ____________________________ REPLACEMENT FEE: $ __________ UPGRADE FEE: $ __________ DATE: __________

COMPUTER UPDATE: ____________________________ UPDATED BY: ____________________________ ORIGINAL APPL. ATTACHED: ____________________________

REPLACEMENT NO:

☐ BUMPER ☐ WINDOW ☐ DB ☐ CARPOOL